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Quantum mechanical calculations based on local complex potential theory and ab initio potential data are presented for the 
Penning ionization systems He* (2 3S) + H, Li, Na, and He* (2 ‘S) + Na. The dependence of the electron energy spectrum on the 
complex entrance channel potential and on the collision energy is shown within the “AJ= J, - .I. = 0” approximation (i.e. conser- 
vation of the heavy particle angular momentum upon electron emission). Further calculations demonstrate the more detailed 
structure of the electron spectra if a selected number of heavy particle partial waves is considered only. High resolution, angular 
dependent electron spectrometric studies of the systems He*+ Li, Na show the need to take angular momentum transfer ( AJ# 0) 
into account. The new experimental results are discussed in connection with earlier work, and quantal model calculations with 
the inclusion of rotational energy transfer illustrate how the angular dependence of the electron spectra can be qualitatively under- 
stood in terms of a recently given semiclassical model. 

1. Introduction 

Studies of the energy spectrum of electrons emitted 
in thermal collisions of excited rare gas atoms A* with 
target atoms X (Penning ionization) 

A*+X+A+X++e-(e), 

have provided detailed information on the physics of 
these inelastic processes, in particular on the inter- 
action potentials of attractive systems (well depth 
02 of A*+X interaction potential large compared 
with collision energy Ed) [ l-61. Following the 
semiclassical description of the electron energy spec- 
trum [ 71 it is possible to determine the well depth of 
the real part V,(R) of the local complex entrance 
channel potential V,(R) = V,(R) -r(R)/2 through 
an Airy analysis of the low energy part of the electron 
energy distribution. In addition the autoionization 
width function I'(R), i.e. the imaginary part of the 
entrance potential, has usually been determined in a 
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semi-empirical way be establishing satisfactory 
agreement between the measured spectrum and 
quantum mechanical tit calculations [ 8,9]. 

In these comparisons, it was assumed that the elec- 
tron energy spectrum measured at a specific angle 8 
with respect to the relative collision velocity (usually 
at 19=90” by sampling electrons in a direction per- 
pendicular to the plane defined by the two orthogo- 
nal atomic beams) is representative for an angle-in- 
tegrated spectrum. Moreover, all the numerical work 
has been done on the basis of approximations, which 
effectively mean angular momentum conservation for 
the heavy particle system in the transition from the 
entrance channel (J,) to the ionic system (J+ ) [ 8- 
141. Consequently, all emitted electron are treated as 
being of s character. 

In this paper, we present new results of experimen- 
tal and theoretical investigations of the attractive 
Penning systems He* (2 3S) + H, Li, Na, and 
He* (2 ‘S) +Na, carried out with the aim to obtain 
improved insight into the physics of these elemen- 
tary autoionizing quasi-molecules and to provide 
perspectives for future experiments. In section 2, we 
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briefly discuss the approximations pertinent in the 
theoretical formulation. In section 3, we demonstrate 
the influence of different input parameters (autoion- 
ization width r(R), collision energy Emi, number of 
contributing heavy particle partial waves etc. ) on the 
quantum mechanically calculated electron energy 
spectrum. Especially for the case of He* (2 ‘S) + H we 
extend the model calculations of an earlier work [ 91 
and critically analyze the degree of understanding we 
have achieved by now (section 3.1) . 

Although approximate, model calculations for an- 
gle-integrated spectra done within the hl=J+ -J,=O 
restriction are sufficient to illustrate the J-composi- 
tion of Penning electron spectra as well as their de- 
pendence on the underlying potentials and on colli- 
sion energy (note that we use simply Jfor the angular 
momentum of the heavy particle system, when we as- 
sume J,=J+ =J, in the text and in the figures). If po- 
tentials are not a priori known from theory, model tit 
calculations may serve to provide fairly detailed in- 
formation [ 8,9], but - as will be seen - there are se- 
vere limitations especially with respect to the au- 
toionization width; this is partially due to 
experimental uncertainties and approximations in the 
theoretical description, but mainly connected with the 
intricate way, in which the width enters into the elec- 
tron energy spectrum. 

An essential step forward in the interpretation of 
the electron spectra and towards a deeper under- 
standing of the Penning process was achieved through 
the availability and application of accurate ab initio 
potentials including the ionization width function 
[ 13,15 1, so that quanta1 fit calculations could be re- 
placed by ab initio ones. 

Differences between our ab initio results [ 15 ] and 
the available experimental data [ 16 ] motivated us to 
study the simple Penning ionization systems He* + Li, 
Na again with a different experimental setup [ 131. 
In contrast to the earlier measurements, where elec- 
trons were detected at right angles to the direction of 
the two orthogonal atomic beams [ 8,9,16], a cylin- 
drical mirror electron spectrometer was used to de- 
tect electrons emitted into a Ap=27t cone. In a sec- 
ond step the acceptance range of the spectrometer was 
reduced to limited @= 70” sections, so that electron 
energy spectra could be recorded under different 
emission angles 8 with respect to the relative velocity 
vector v,, = v,. - ux. 

In section 3.2 we compare an angle integrated 
spectrum for He* + Na with an e- distribution mea- 
sured under I% 90 f 25 O, which confirms the angular 
dependence of the electron spectrum previously re- 
ported for the similar systems He* + Li [ 13 1. In ad- 
dition, we discuss the new experimental results in 
connection with the earlier work of Ruf et al. [ 16 ] 
and the theoretical study of Padial et al. [ 141. 

In section 3.3 we extend the angle-dependent e- 
spectra for He*+Li [ 131 to five different detection 
angles and pursue further the discussion given earlier 
[ 13 ] on the explanation of the angular dependence 
of the electron energy spectrum by considering AJ# 0 
processes. 

2. Theory 

2. I. The determination of well depths from Penning 
electron spectra 

As already mentioned above, one of the purposes 
for recording Penning ionization electron spectra is 
to determine the well depth of the entrance channel 
potential from the low energy edge position of the 
electron energy distribution. Several authors have 
developed semiclassical descriptions of the electron 
energy spectrum [ 7,17-201. The essential formulae 
for Penning ionization were first given by Miller [ 7 ] ; 
he assumed the validity of local (complex) poten- 
tials as well as electronic energy conservation 

e(R)=I’,(R)-I’+(R)=AI’(R), (1) 

together with the neglect of angular momentum 
changes in the ionization process, i.e. 

AJzJ, -J,=O. (2) 

For the electron energy distribution near the min- 
imum of the difference potential (6~ t (8); 
Aiddistance, where the difference potential is mini- 
mal) he derived a simple equation with the following 
S-matrix element: 

Sf_iacos(r) Ai( 

with 

(3) 
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where fi is the reduced mass of the collision system 
and 

The cos 7 term stands for the interference between in- 
coming and outgoing partial waves of the autoioniz- 
ing entrance channel, whereas the Airy expression is 
a consequence of two points of stationary phase in a 
nonmonotonic difference potential (for details see ref. 
[ 71). The summation over the heavy particle angu- 
lar momentum usually smears out the fast oscilla- 
tions associated with the cos 7 term, so that the low 
energy part of the measured electron spectrum effec- 
tively corresponds to an Airy oscillation. 

For the argument z=O of the Airy function the 
electron energy E corresponds to the minimum t^ of 
the difference potential; together with 

Ai’(z,, = - 1.018) =. 438 

Ai2(z=O) * (4) 

(Ai (z,,,,) is the maximum of the Airy function) and 
the knowledge of V+(R), the minimum of the en- 
trance channel potential can be determined [ 6,161. 
If the exit channel potential V+(R) varies slowly 
around R, the simple equation 

AV(co) -AI’(R) x AI’(co) -AI’ 

=D:+v+(R:)-V+(co)) (5) 

is a good approximation for the entrance channel po- 
tential well depth 0: (located at R: ). For attractive 
He*+X collision systems (except for X=H), the 
term V+(R:)-V+(cx,)representsonlyasmallcor- 
rection to 0: and can be estimated with almost neg- 
ligible uncertainty from the ion-induced dipole inter- 
action [ 1,161. 

Extensions of the simple formula ( 3 ) , including a 
complete evaluation of the full semiclassical phase 
shift for a complex potential [ 2 11, have been pre- 
sented [ 17-2 11, but for the determination of the well 
depth for the systems He* (2 3S, 2 ‘S) + Li, Na, for- 
mula ( 3 ) in combination with eq. ( 5 ) can be consid- 
ered as sufficiently accurate. We note, however, that 
angular momentum transfer I AJl > 0, discussed in 
section 3.3, may lead to a non-negligible broadening 
and shift of the Airy peak in an angle-dependent way, 
thus limiting to some extent the reliability of the well 
depth determination on the basis of eqs. ( 3 ) and ( 5 ) . 

2.2. Quantum mechanical calculations of electron 
energy spectra 

The quantum theory of Penning and associative 
ionization has been developed and reviewed by sev- 
eral authors [ 7,10,11,22-261. The theoretical deri- 
vations are based on a Feshbach projection operator 
formalism in Born-Oppenheimer approximation. 
The interaction between the entrance channel of the 
autoionizing resonance state and the exit channel of 
the molecular ion and the ejected electron are cast 
into a nonlocal optical potential for the nuclear mo- 
tion in the entrance channel. 

Assuming a weak electron energy dependence of the 
coupling, this potential can be approximated by a lo- 
cal one; the radial equation for the entrance channel 
motion then takes the form 

+ ~J*I,(J*+l) 
2y R2 

-E, 
> 

F$(E,, R) =O , (6) 

where T(R) accounts for the loss of the flux in the 
entrance channel. The corresponding exit channel 
equation reads 

-$$+V+(R) 

+&f+v++u _E 

2p R2 FJ,‘(E+,R)=O, (7) 

where E+ and the real I’+ (R) refer to the A + X+ sys- 
tem. Both radial wavefunctions are taken to be en- 
ergy normalized. 

For systems with E symmetry the differential cross 
section with respect to the electron energy is obtained 
from the radial wavefunctions as [ lo,23 ] 

$d+) 

xl(F/=(E+,R)l(t~lR)IF~(~,,R))12. (8) 
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Here ~2 is the entrance channel (complex ) phase 
shift, k,, the asymptotic wave vector of the entrance 
channel motion, and g, the statistical weight of the 
autoionizing entrance channel (g*= l/3 for the 
He*(23S)+H, Li, Na, g,=l for He*(2’S)+Na). 
Further, 

(~~lR>=(~+,(R,~)I~,,i~*(R)) (9) 

represents the electronic coupling matrix element 
evaluated in molecule-fixed coordinate system for an 
ejected electron carrying the angular momentum I 
with respect to the center of mass. In compliance with 
the local approximation its energy is given by eq. ( 1). 

The imaginary part of the entrance channel poten- 
tial is related to these coupling matrix elements by 

[lOI 

T(R)=Zn 
T 

1 (tip!) 12; (10) 

Lacking information on the individual function 
(dIR) from ab initio calculations, one may pro- 
ceed, as done by Hickman and Morgner [ Ill, by fac- 
torizing (dIR) intoaknown (or-fitted) partPZ(R) 
and functions q(R), which are expected to vary 
slowly as compared to the radial functions. With sta- 
tionary phase arguments one may even use constants 
(Y/ [ 111, which are suitably chosen (see section 3.3 ) . 
In this way, model studies incorporating rotational 
energy changes AJ= J+ - J, can be carried out and be 
used - exploiting the interrelation between the elec- 
tron detection angle, the preferred AJ values and the 
J, range, which contributes dominantly to certain 
parts of the spectra - to understand important as- 
pects of the angular dependence of the electron spec- 
tra (see section 3.3, fig. 18). 

So far, however, the following approximation [ 111 
in the analysis of Penning electron spectra has been 
commonly used [ 8-141 

$E+J*) 

=g*gz (U+l)exp(-2Imd) 
* J 

xl(~J,(E+,R)lP’2(R)l~~(~,,R))12. (11) 

The rather simple treatment by eq. ( 11) does in- 
deed reproduce the main structures of Penning elec- 
tron spectra, providedthat accuratepotentials V,(R), 

V+ (R) and a reasonable width r(R) are used. We 
adopt this approximation for the analysis of our 
spectra in section 3 (except for the results in fig. 18 ) . 
The potentials used there are derived from large scale 
CI calculations, in which the resonance state is de- 
fined by a Feshbach projection, based on the occu- 
pation pattern of the He- 1 s shell [ 15 1. The spectra 
are mostly discussed on the basis of model width 
functions. Our ab initio width functions used for 
He* + Li, Na have been obtained by a variant of the 
Stieltjes imaging procedure, which uses an analytical 
fit to the step function: 

constructed from discretized L* continuum states 
Y+ (R, ti), where [ 151 

r(R) =2x(dllde) le=~.r-E+. 

It should be noted here that better agreement is ob- 
tained when electron energy distributions, calculated 
on the basis of eq. ( 1 1 ), are compared with spectra 
measured at 13=90” than with angle-integrated ex- 
perimental spectra [ 13 1, since for systems such as 
He*( 2 3S) +Li, Na the AJ=O approximation, con- 
tained in eq. ( 1 1 ), is best fulfilled for angles around 
90 ‘. The integrated distributions are usually broader 
and less structured than the ones calculated with eq. 
( 11). We attribute this in part to the approximations 
leading from eq. (8 ) to eq. ( 11) ; one important point 
is the fact that the points of stationary phase are in- 
deed rather different for the integrals involving dif- 
ferent J+ and the same J,. Rotational excitation or 
de-excitation during the autoionization process leads 
to shifts of the electron spectra towards lower and 
higher energies, respectively. 

In connection with our angle-integrating experi- 
mental setup (see fig. 6) we point out that the de- 
tected angular range extends from 8= 35 o to 0= 145” 
with a &dependent weighting function (see section 
3.2). We also note that the experimental spectra are 
influenced, although in a minor way, by angledepen- 
dent electron energy shifts due to the Doppler effect, 
which is associated with the center-of-mass motion 
of the ionizing collision system. 
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3. Experimental and theoretical results 

3.1. He*{2 ‘S) + H(1 ‘S) 

The various experimental and theoretical studies 
published on the simplest Penning ionization system 
He*(2 ‘S,)+H( 1 2S,,2) have recently been re- 
viewed in the publication of Waibel et al. [ 9 1, so here 
we concentrate on new results. We have reproduced 
the calculated cross sections and spectra of Waibel et 
al. [ 9 ] with a new, efficient program package devel- 
oped by one of us ( WM ) [ 15 ] ) which has been used 
for all the computations reported in this paper. The 
present calculations were carried out with ab initio 
potential data, obtained recently both for the en- 
trance channel V, and the exit channel V+ [ 15 1. The 
He*( 2 ‘S) +H( 1 2S) potential differs slightly from 
the one used earlier [ 93 at small R; in particular, the 
well depth 0: (Rz = 3.4 u,,) = 2.284 eV is now 7 meV 
deeper than before. The He( 1 ‘S) +H+ potential 
[ 15 ] agrees with the one due to Bishop and Cheung 
[ 27 ] and Kolos and Peek [ 28 ] to better than 3 meV 
at all distances reported, but adds further points as 
required for the collision process under investigation. 

In fig. 1 we summarize three electron spectra, cal- 
culated with identical input parameters ( V,(R), 
V+(R): ref. [15];f(&), resolution AE: ref. [9]) 
for different choices of the autoionization width. They 
are compared with an experimental spectrum for 
TH = 300 K (average collision energy E,i = 50 meV ), 
due to Waibel et al. [ 91 (note that the structure in 
the experimental spectrum at energies below 4.5 eV 
is an artifact associated with the subtraction of con- 
tributions due to the ionization of H2 in the mixed 
(H, H,) target). The respective width functions are 
shown in fg. 2, together with the fit result of ref. [ 9 1. 
Figs. 1 and 2 serve to illustrate how the shape of the 
width function influences the electron energy spec- 
trum, as partly discussed earlier [ 9 1. The ab initio 
width of Hickman et al. [25] is significantly larger 
for R > 3.5 6 than the other width functions; this leads 
to a higher weight for the outer point of stationary 
phase and therefore to a stronger undulation of the 
Airy structure, as shown in fg. 1 a. 

The results for r(R) due to Morgner and Niehaus 
[ 81 as well as our model width have both been ad- 
justed to yield a satisfactory tit to the respective, 
measured spectra [ 891. The obvious differences in 

He”(23S) + i-l 

(cl 

I I I I I 

3.0 4.0 5.0 
ELECTRON 

6.0 
ENERGY 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of experimental electron energy spectrum for 
He*(Z3S)+H(12S) (gd=50meV) [9] withtheoreticalspec- 
tra (smooth lines), calculated on the basis of eq. ( 1 I ) with ab 
initio potentials V.(R), V+(R) [ 151 and three different width 
functions T(R) (see fig. 2): (a) ab initio width of Hickman et 
al. [ 25 1; (b) semi-empirically determined width due to Morgner 
and Niehaus [ 81; (c) semi-empirically adjusted width obtained 
in the present work. The theoretical results contain a convolution 
with a spectrometer function of 35 meV fwhm. 

the calculated spectra mainly reflect the differences 
between the experimental results of refs. [ 8,9], which 
may be, at least in part, associated with uncertainties 
in the respective transmission functions of the elec- 
tron spectrometers. The PI to AI ratio in the calcu- 
lated spectrum tig. 1 b is significantly smaller than the 
experimental one due to Waibel et al. [ 91. This is due 
to the shape of the width proposed by Morgner and 
Niehaus [ 81, which switches comparatively softly 
from the long-range part into saturation, so that the 
associative part of the spectrum gets a higher weight. 

Our model autoionization width is similar to the 
one of Waibel et al. [ 9 1. It differs slightly for R c 3 
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AUTOIONIZATION - WIDTH 

He*(2 ‘S) + H 

. 
I I 

1 2 3 4 5 
INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCE Ia, 1 

Fi8. 2. Autoionization width functions r(R) for 
He*(2%)+H( 1 ‘S), as given previously ((a) HIM: ab initio 
calculation [25]; (b) MN: semi-empirical tit [S]; WRH: semi- 
empirical fit [ 91) and determined in the present work (c) by 
fitting the experimental spectrum, reported in ref. [9] (&,=50 
meV). 

ao, which is in part a consequence of the new poten- 
tial data. A detailed comparison between the theoret- 
ical spectrum (c), the one calculated by Waibel et al. 
[ 9 ] and the experimental results [ 9 ] shows the cur- 
rent improvement, which leads to almost optimal 
agreement within the given model. 

An interesting result of our model calculations is 
the fact that the associative part of the spectrum with 
the complex rovibrational structure is almost inde 
pendent of the shape of r(R), whereas the Penning 
part of the spectrum is substantially more sensitive 
to r(R). The ratio of both is also an important prop- 
erty for the semi-empirical determination of the width 
function. 

The energy-dependent total ionization cross sec- 
tions, resulting from the four different versions of 

r(R) agree within lo%, although the corresponding 
electron energy spectra are quite different in shape. 
This demonstrates that the published experimental 
results for the total ionization cross sections [ 829,301 
with their typical uncertainties of 20-30% are not 
sufficiently accurate to provide a significant test of 
the width function (see also the discussion in ref. 

[91). 
Besides the important influence of the width func- 

tion r(R) on the electron spectrum, we would like to 
address here the dependence on collision energy 
(clearly the shapes of the potentials V,(r) and V+ (R) 
are also important, but their influence has been dis- 
cussed before in detail [8,9]). For attractive Pen- 
ning systems (Ed =K 0: ), the collision energy de- 
pendence of the cross sections is mainly due to the 
variation of the number of heavy particle partial 
waves, which effectively contribute to ionization by 
surmounting the rotational barrier (O<J,-G,(E,,)) 
and accessing short distances with a large width 
[ 9,3 11. As long as E,, is sufficiently small (Ed/ 
0: 6 0.3), the opacities O/are nearly constant O,= d 
for all JsgJ, and close to zero otherwise. Therefore 
the general expression for the total ionization cross 
section 

or* = (g*~fi2/2&el) E (2J+ 1 )OJ(Kel) 3 (12) 
I=0 

simplifies to 

aTIx(g,n~*/2~~,)(J,+1)*0. (13) 

Eq. ( 13) expresses the essential dependence of the 
total ionization cross sections on J, ( Ed). J, depends 
critically on the behaviour of V*(R) at larger dis- 
tances [31] (forHe*(2’S)+H: 86R5154, [9]); 
therefore it is important to have potentials V.(R) 
available, which are reliable in the R range, where the 
rotational barrier is located (see also the discussion 
for He*+Na). 

In fig. 3 we present electron spectra for 
He*( 2 %) +H, calculated at six discrete collision 
energies between 1 and 370 meV, the width function 
(c) (fig. 2) was used to obtain these results and those 
in figs. 4 and 5. The variation of the spectral shapes 
is mainly due to the E,, dependence of J, (which are 
listed in fig. 3). At E,,= 1 meV, the Penning part of 
the spectrum ( e<Eo=6.22 eV) essentially corm- 
sponds to a modified sinus oscillation, as observed 
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Fig. 3. Collision energy dependence of the theoretical electron spectra for He*( 2 ‘S) +H( 1 ‘S), as calculated for six discrete collision 
energies Eti on the basis of eq. (11) with ab initio potentials V,(R), V+(R) [ 151 and the width T(R) determined in the present work 
(see fig. 2~). The respective J, corresponds to the maximum orbital angular momentum, associated with “close collisions” (see text). 

for any partial electron spectrum, calculated for a 
single Jvalue and not too strong K These oscillations 
are due to both in-out interferences of the heavy par- 
ticle motion in the entrance channel (leading to the 
so-called “fast” or “rapid” oscillations) and en- 
trance-exit channel interferences (Airy structure ) . 

In fg 4, we show for illustration partial electron 
spectra calculated for E,, = 50 meV at seven different 
J values. The vertical lines indicate the positions of 
the main and first supernumerary Airy peak of the 
full spectrum, shown in fig. 3. The overall smooth Airy 
structure results in an intricate way through the sum- 
mation of the different partial J spectra, in which the 
locations of the peaks in the “fast oscillations” vary 
with J. We note that those features have also been 
discussed in the context of optical bound-free tran- 
sitions, and we refer the reader to the interesting re- 
view paper by Tellinghuisen [ 32 1. 

The AI part of the spectrum at energies e >, 6.2 eV 
(formation of HeH+ ions) is strongly dependent on 
J, as has been analyzed in detail by Waibel et al. [ 9 1. 
With rising J, the classical turning point in the en- 
trance channel potential moves towards larger inter- 
nuclear distances. This change results in a decrease 
of the electron energy e(R) in the region of favour- 
able Franck-Condon overlap, so that higher electron 

energies disappear with increasing J. Expressed in a 
different way, this behaviour is due to the progres- 
sive loss of vibrationally bound states with rising J. 

In fg. 5 we show the correlation between the shape 
of the electron spectrum and the number of contrib- 
uting angular momenta J,, for the discrete collision 
energy E,, = 50 meV. The value of J is stepwise in- 
creased by 5 units from J=5 to 3~25 with J,=27 
being the maximum partial wave with a large opacity 
(&0.83). The shape of the spectrum for J=O-5 is 
practically identical with the full spectrum for &,= 1 
meV in fg 3, and the spectrum for the range J=O- 
10 is similar to the full one for Erel = 5 meV in accord- 
ance with the J, values listed in fig. 3. The main Airy 
peak appears within the first fifteen partial waves; it 
looses its additional “fast” oscillatory structure only 
after the highest partial waves are taken into account. 
So far fast oscillations have not been clearly observed 
in experiments on He* (2 ‘S) + H. With their cooled 
H and He* beams, Waibel et al. [ 91 could have de- 
tected them, but they restricted their study to the AI 
part of the spectrum. Fig. 5 shows that the width of 
the main Airy peak comprises about three “fast” os- 
cillations, whereas the distances of the first and seo 
ond supernumerary Airy peaks in the full spectrum 
correspond to a single fast oscillation only. The posi- 
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Fig. 4. J-dependent partial electron spectra for 
He*(23S)+H(12S),cal~ulatedatthediscretecollisionenergy 
Ed = 50 meV with input data described in the caption for fg 3. 

tions of these peaks shift noticeably, when J=26,27 
contributions are added, this is relevant for a proper 
comparison of experimental and theoretical data, es- 
pecially if velocity-selected atomic beams were used 
in future work. 

The associative part of the spectrum has been mea- 
sured with two different collision energy distribu- 
tions and analyzed in detail [ 91, so we do not dwell 
on AI further. Good agreement between experiment 
and the calculated AI spectra is observed, but we note 
again (see also fig. 1) that the shape of the AI spec- 
trum is - for given V,(R), V+ (R) and collision en- 
ergy distribution - rather insensitive to the choice of 
the width function. 

In conclusion of this section, we stress that all these 
calculations and statements are made using eq. ( 1 1 ), 
i.e. assuming that the angular momentum of the heavy 
particles is conserved upon electron emission. Based 

on a classical estimate [ 13 1, the angular momentum 
change due to the recoil effect of an electron emitted 
from He* should in fact include at most IAJ] = 1 
transitions for He* (2 3S) + H, but the Coulomb in- 
teraction between the ion and the emitted electron 
may lead to considerably larger I AJI . One should also 
note here that the comparison is made between an 
angle-integrated theoretical spectrum and an experi- 
mental one taken for a certain angular range. Thus, 
the shape of the fitted f (R) may be an artifact of this 
inadequate theoretical treatment. Indeed, our recent 
preliminary ab initio results for the width [ 141 are 
not compatible with the semi-empirically fitted forms 
(see fg 2 and refs. [ 8,9] ), but similar in shape to 
the ab initio results of Hickman et al. [ 251 (see Iig. 
2a). Clearly, more experimental and theoretical work 
is needed. In this connection, we plan to measure the 
angular dependence of the electron spectrum for 
He*(2 3S) +H, not studied so far. 

3.2. He(2 -‘S, 2 ‘S) + Na(3 ‘S) 

In this and the following sections we present new 
experimental results. Fig. 6 shows schematically the 
crossed beam setup used, including the cylindrical 
mirror analyzer (CMA) [12,13], the metastable 
atom source [ 161, and the metal vapour oven [ 16 1, 
as used for the lithium measurements; the results for 
sodium were obtained with a two-chamber oven sup- 
plied by Meijer [ 33 1. The CMA was operated at a 
constant transmission energy of 8 eV, and the effec- 
tive energy resolution was determined as 40-50 meV 
(fwhm) through a peak shape analysis of simultans 
ously recorded He*(2 ‘S, 2 3S) +NO spectra. In ad- 
dition the NO gas was useful for stabilizing the sur- 
face potentials [ 341, which otherwise changed by as 
much as 50 meV/h because of the alkali beams. The 
insert in fq. 6 shows the entrance slit part of the CMA 
in relation to the atomic beam directions, including 
the relevant angles for electron detection. 

Fig. 7a presents the He*( 2 3S, 2 ‘S) +Na electron 
energy spectra recorded with &= 21~ corresponding 
to an acceptancerange of 35” 96~ 145” of the spec- 
trometer, i.e. integration over a wide range of the 
electron emission angle relative to v, = *He - *a. The 
shapes of the spectra are quite similar to those of the 
angle-integrated data published for He* + Li [ 13 1. In 
particular the minimum between the main Airy peak 
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the electron spectrum for He*(2 ‘S) +H( 1 ‘S) with increasing number of contributing angular momenta J, as cal- 
culated for Ed= 50 meV (see also caption for fa 3). 
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Fig. 6.Semi~cdrawingofthecrossedbeam ~ugedtostudytheelectrontnergyspectraforthesystemsHe*(23S,2’S)+Li, 
Na. The insert illustrates the method to measure spectra for different electron ejection angles 0 (with respect to the relative velocity 
vector g, = L+ - px ) by using selected ranges Ap of the cylindrical mirror analyzer. 

and the first supernumerary peak is washed out in the 
He* (2 ‘S) + Na part of the spectrum as seen before 
for He*( 2 ‘S) +Li. Note that in the present experi- 
mental setup “integrated” electron spectra contain a 

pintegration over 2rc, which corresponds to a binte- 
gration over the range 35” GO< 145” according to 
cosO=sin6cosp (8=55”f3”). When comparing 
experimentally integrated spectra with angle-inte- 
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Fig. 7. Electron energy spectra for He*( 2 ‘S, 2 ‘S) +Na using the apparatus shown in fig. 6 with full azimuthal range Aq-2~ (data set 
(a));forcomparison,thedata(b)showaHe*(2”S)+Naspectrum,o~taine~withaselected~B,range,correspondingto8=(90f25)“. 
The average collision energy was &= 70 meV. The vertical lines, labelled ‘I!& and ‘I$,, denote the asymptotic energy differences (“nom- 
inal energies”) of the respective difference potentials for He* (2 ‘S ) + Na and He* (2 ‘S) + Na. 

grated theoretical cross sections, a &dependent 
weighting function has to be considered 

145” 

doexp 

I 

sin 0 

z- (14) 
35” 

Therefore, the “forward” (13~45” f 10’) and the 
“backward” ( f3= 135 ’ +_ 10 ’ ) directions get a higher 
weight in the experimental integration procedure. 

Proceeding in the same way as for He* + Li [ 13 1, 
we have reduced the acceptance range for electron 
detection to a limited AB, section. The He* (2 ‘S) +Na 
spectrum, labelled 8= 90” in fig. 7b, was recorded for 
8=90” It25” with Aq~=70” (cos&sint9cosq, 
8= 55 ’ + 3 ’ ). Although the statistical accuracy is not 
very good, a somewhat narrower main Airy peak, as 
well as a minimum between the main and the first 
supernumerary peak are clearly observed. The maxi- 
mum of the main peak is shifted by about 30 meV 
towards lower electron energies compared to the one 
of the angle-integrated spectrum for reasons dis- 
cussed later for the similar case He*( 2 3S) +Li. In 
view of the low count rate ( = 10 counts/s), we re- 

stricted the sodium measurements to the triplet spec- 
trum for 8=90”, but we plan to extend the study to 
further electron emission angles with a different ex- 
perimental setup, that will allow us to include the for- 
ward (8= 0” ) and backward (f3= 180” ) direction, 
which is impossible for the geometry of the CMA. 

In table 1 the values for the entrance channel po- 
tential well depths 0: are summarized; the experi- 

Table 1 
WeUdepthsD~forthesyskmsHe*(2’S,2’S)+Na(3~)*~ 

0: (meV) 

experiments: 
35”g&G 145” 
e=90(25)O 
8=90” [16] 
B*90” [l] 

abinitiocalc. [15] 

‘) He*(2 %)+Na(32S)2X. 
b, He*(Z’S)+Na(3 3) *2. 

a) 

722 (20) 
726 (20) 
740 (25) 
735 (50) 

688 

b) 

274 (20) 

277 (24) 
300 (50) 

250 
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mental values were determined from an analysis of 
the low energy edge position of the main Airy peak. 
Satisfactory overall agreement among the experi- 
mental data and between the theoretical ab initio 
value [ 15 ] and the experimental results is observed, 
but one notes a tendency that all the experimental re- 
sults are somewhat larger than the ab initio value for 
0:. This is in line with the fact that the ab initio po- 
tentials are obtained variationally; it is estimated that 
the remaining deficiency in electron correlation may 
account for about 15 meV of missing attraction [ 15 1. 

Although the various experimentally determined 
well depths are in good agreement, we should men- 
tion significant differences between the shapes of the 
three 8= 90’ spectra, obtained so far. They are illus- 
trated in fig. 8, where the data of Hotop and Niehaus 
[l],ofRufetal. [16],andofthepresentworkare 

1 
I- 

i I.. n ‘1’ 0 ““0 ’ 

13.5 14.0 14.5 1 
ELECTRON ENERGY [eVI 

0 

Fig. 8. Comparison of the three available experimental electron 
spectra for the collision system He*(2 ‘S) +Na, observed at an 
average detectiou angle 0~90”. HIP Hotop and Niehaus [l], 
average collision energy I?,_,!=~50 mew, RYH: Ruf et al. [ 161, 
L= 7 1 meV; for the present experiment, Ed= 70 meV. 

compared. The experimental conditions regarding the 
projectile and target beams were almost identical in 
the later two studies (average collision energy 70 
meV), whereas Hotop and Niehaus used an electron 
beam excited metastable He beam of unmeasured ve- 
locity distribution and a static Na target at a temper- 
ature around 200°C (estimated average collision en- 
ergy 50 meV). A distinct discrepancy between the 
data of Ruf et al. [ 16 ] and those of the present work 
is observed; we attribute this discrepancy mainly to a 
tricky experimental artifact, which influenced the Na 
data of Ruf et al. [ 16 ] such that the overall detection 
efficiency of their electron spectrometer was count 
rate dependent due to a fatigue effect of the channel 
multiplier. As far as we know, only the shapes of their 
Na spectra [ 16 ] were significantly modified by this 
effect. For comparison with theoretical calculations, 
the present spectra should be used. Unfortunately, 
Padial et al. [ 141 compared their computed spectra 
with the data of Ruf et al. [ 161 at a time, when we 
had not yet clarified the experimental situation. 

For model calculations of the electron spectra two 
sets of potential curves V,(R) for He* (2 3S, 
2 ‘S) +Na are available [ 15,351. They are shown in 
fig. 9. Cohen et al. [ 351 constructed their potentials 
from (poor) ab initio data, a van der Waals correc- 
tion and the restraint that the empirical well depths 
0,’ [ 1 ] should be met. The procedure resulted in po- 
tentials (denoted CML and also used by Padial et al. 
[ 14]), which are somewhat deeper than the ab initio 
curves, labelled MM in fig. 9. The respective shapes 
of the potentials are very different in the attractive, 
long-range part, especially in the triplet case between 
R = 7 4 and R = 12 ao. This difference, in fact, influ- 
ences the calculated electron spectra substantially 
through the slope of the electron energy function 
6 (R ) , the radial wave vector k: (R ) , and the number 
of contributing partial waves, which is closely related 
to the long-range behaviour of the potential curves 
V,,(R). A quantum mechanical calculation for 
He* (2 3S) + Na at Eti = 70 meV (average collision 
energy of the present experiment ), for example, us- 
ing the MM potential V,(R) contains significant 
partial wave contributions up to .I,= 84, whereas with 
the CML potential only 76 angular momenta 
contribute. 

Using the width function r(R) computed by Cohen 
et al. [ 351 and also used by Padial et al. [ 141, we 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the two sets of potential energy curves 
availableforHe*(23S)+Na(32S)22andHe*(2’S)+Na(32S) 
‘X. CML: semi-empirical potentials of Cohen et al. [35]; MM: 
ab initio potentials of the present work (see also ref. [ 151). 

have calculated electron spectra for He*( 2 %, 
2’S)+NaatE,,= 70 meV with the two different sets 
of potentials 6/,(R); distinct differences between 
these two spectra are observed (see fig. lo), both in 
the shapes and the total cross sections. We note that 
analogous calculations for He* ( 2 3S) + Na, using our 
preliminary ab initio width r( R ) [ 15 1, yield spectra 
very similar in shape to those obtained with the CML 
width [ 35 1. The present experimental electron spec- 
trum for He* ( 2 3S) + Na at 8= 90” is in significantly 
better overall agreement with the calculated spec- 
trum based on the MM potential V,(R) [ 151 than 
with the one computed with the CML potential [ 35 1, 
independent of the choice of either width. 

In fig_ 11 the change of the He* (2 %) + Na elec- 
tron spectrum with collision energy, ranging from 1 
to 250 meV, is illustrated. The trends are similar to 
those observed for the Penning part of the 

He*( 2 ‘S) +H spectra (due to the only weakly at- 
tractive He + Na+ potential AI is a negligible process 
for He*+Na) and governed by the number of con- 
tributing angular momenta J. Fast oscillations are 
only visible at E,, = 1 meV (all the spectra have been 
convoluted with a resolution of 50 meV ( fwhm ) ). 
The peak close to E,= 14.68 eV, which comes out 
prominently at low collision energies only, is due to 
ionization at larger R, as discussed previously by Pa- 
dial et al. [ 141; they presented “partial” electron 
spectra, obtained by integrating the transition matrix 
element over restricted R intervals. We note that with 
the CML potential l’,,(R) [ 351, which is flatter at 
larger R than the MM potential [ 15 1, a prominent 
shoulder near E. is still present at collision energies 
ashighas70meV (seefg 10). 

In fig. 12, we compare calculated He* (2 3S) + Na 
spectra (again convoluted with 50 meV spectrometer 
width) for (a) the collision energy distribution of the 
present experiment (E,, =70 meV), (b) a parallel 
beam setup involving the same velocity distributions 
used in (a) (Ed=20 meV), and (c) a collision en- 
ergy distribution for a planned single beam experi- 
ment of collinear supersonic He* and Na beams. 
Spectrum (a) is very similar to the spectrum for the 
discrete collision energy Ed = 70 meV, included in fig. 
11; the effect of the collision energy averaging is al- 
most negligible. Spectrum (b) serves to illustrate the 
connection between a crossed beams and single beam 
situation. If the beams, crossed in configuration (a) 
at right angles, collide at a small angle (“parallel 
beams”), the average collision energy is reduced by 
a factor of 3.5; this decrease brings out the Airy struc- 
ture more clearly and leads to a general rise of the 
high energy part of the spectrum. Interesting addi- 
tional structures would appear in a single beam ex- 
periment, involving equal He* and Na velocity dis- 
tributions and corresponding to the realization of an 
average collision energy of about 2 meV. 

In conclusion of this section, we discuss the cross 
section ratio qs/qt( Na) for ionization in the systems 
He*(2’S)+Na (qs) andHe*(23S)+Na (qJ at col- 
lision energies around 70 meV ( qs/q, is only weakly 
dependent on Ed). Hotop and Niehaus [ 1 ] ob- 
tained q,/q*(Na)c 1.2f0.1, calibrating their 
He*(2 ‘S)/He*(2 ‘S) flux ratio j,/i, with regard to 
Xe,forwhichq8/qJXe)=1.2wasassumed.Asisnow 
known [ 161, the latter ratio is in fact much larger, 
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Fig. l0.ComparisonofelectronenergyspectraforthesystemsH~(23S)+Na(3~)andH~(2’S)+Na(32S),calculatedforthedis- 
crete collision energy Ed= 70 meV with the two different sets of entrance channel potentials Y,(R) shown in fg. 9, with our ab initio 
potentialY+(R) [15],andwiththewidthfunctionsofCohenetal. [35].MM Y.(R)ofthepresentwork(seealsoref. [lS]);PCML 
V,(R)duetoCohenetal. [35]andusedpreviouslyincalculationsoftheelectronspectrabyPadialetal. [14].Thespectmareconvo- 
luted with a spectrometer function of 50 meV fwhm. The intensity scale of the two spectra for the same system is, respectively, identical, 
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orderofrisingE~: 181.7, 118.5,71.7,48.0,42.0,27.5. 
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Fig. 12. Electron energy spectra for He* (2 3S) + Na, calculated with the ab initio potentials and width [ 15 ] for different collision energy 
distributions. 

but it is not possible to accurately re-evaluate the old 
data [ 1 ] in view of uncertainties in the He* velocity 
distribution. Ruf et al. [ 161 determined qs/ 
qt (Na) = 3.1+ 30%; it is difficult to judge to what ex- 
tent their ratio qs/qt was affected by the detector 
problem mentioned above, but we note that their 
measured ratios qs/qt for all alkali atoms Li to Cs were 
in the range 3.140. From our angle-integrated spec 
tra (see fg 7) and determination ofj,/j, by means of 
thexespectra [16]weobtainq,/q;(Na)=2.8f30%. 
Note that the given uncertainty is mainly associated 
with the error limit attached to qJqJXe) (see ref. 

]16]). 
Cohen et al. [ 35 ] obtained a calculated cross sec- 

tion ratio of 2.2, using their semi-empirical poten- 
tials and their ab initio width to compute total ioni- 
zation cross sections. We have reproduced this result 
and obtain qJq,(Na) =2.18 at Em,=70 meV. Using 
the MM potentials V,(R) and the CML width, we 
calculate qJ& (Na) = 2.15 at Ed = 70 meV. These 
calculated cross section ratios are distinctly smaller 

than 3, which is the ratio g-/g,,, of the statistical 
weights for spin-allowed collisions in the two sys- 
tems. This result is due to the fact that the calculated 
opacities are distinctly smaller for He*(2 ‘S) +Na 
than for He* (2 3S) +Na, overriding the opposite ef- 
fect that the long-range close collision cross section is 
somewhat larger for He* ( 2 *S ) + Na. The present ex- 
perimental uncertainties unfortunately do not allow 
a sensitive test of the theoretical ratio qs/qp 

3.3. He*(23S)+Li 

The calculations described in sections 3.1 and 3.2 
have demonstrated some of the important depen- 
dences of the electron spectra for attractive Penning 
ionization systems, namely on the potentials V+(R) 
(fig. lo), on the width function r(R) (fg. l), and 
on collision energy as well as the number of contrib- 
uting heavy particle waves The system He* (2 3S) + Li 
is similar to He*( 2 3S) +Na; it has been studied by 
ion spectrometry [ 361 and in detail by electron spec- 
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trometry [ 13 ] ; the clearly observed, angulardepen- 
dent Airy structure in the electron spectrum [ 13 ] 
provides a sensitive test of the theory. 

We start the discussion of this system with an in- 
vestigation of the dependence of the electron spec- 
trum on the width function r(R), which we carried 
out before any ab initio width [ 13,15 ] was available. 
It is demonstrated that nearly identical spectra can 
be obtained with very different width functions and 
that only experimental data with sufficiently high 
resolution and statistical quality may discriminate 
between them. Thus, reliable theoretical width func- 
tions are of crucial importance. In connection with 
the necessity to include AJ# 0 transitions, it is clear 
that fit calculations of the electron spectra on the ba- 
sis of the AJ=O approximation may only serve as a 
guide. 

In fig. 13, we summarize three model widths r,, 
r,, r, together with the ab initio width r,, [ 15 1, 
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Fig. 13. Autoionization width functions r(R) used in the differ- 
ent calculations of the electron energy spectrum for 
He*(23S)+Li(22S),showninf~. 14. 

which turned out to be rather close to the choice I’,. 
With the accurate ab initio potentials V,(R) and 
I’+ (R ) [ 13 1, the various widths yield absolute ioni- 
zation cross sections (see table 2 ) , which are all com- 
patible with the experimental value [ 361 within the 
stated uncertainty of + 30%. Note that the measure- 
ment [ 361 was carried out with a metastable He* 
beam, which contained some He* (2 ‘S) besides the 
dominant He* (2 3S) component; this He* (2 IS) 
contribution results in an average cross section higher 
than the true He*( 2 3S) cross section (the singlet to 
triplet cross section ratio is qS/qtix 3.5 [ 13,161). In- 
cidentally, the He* (2 ‘S) contribution may also - at 
least in part - account for the low value of the well 
depth 0: a 0.7 eV for He*(2 3S) +Li, estimated in 
ref. [ 36 ] from the kinetic energy spectrum of the Li+ 
ions. The opacities 0, come out very close to 1 for 
the widths r,, r,, whereas for r3 and rMM, they are 
about 0.8 and 0.73, respectively. With these large val- 
ues for 0, it is clear - within the close collision model 
(see section 3.1) - that the absolute cross section is 
insensitive to r( R ) . 

In tig. 14a we compare the electron spectra, calcu- 
lated with the model widths, and the experimental 
spectrum, measured at t9= 90” [ 161; the spectra have 
been normalized at the main Airy peak. Surprisingly, 
the spectral shapes computed with r, and r3 are very 
similar and both in good agreement with experiment 
except at energies c > E,, where only the smaller width 
r3 leads to a sizeable cross section. The choicer, leads 
to a prominent main Airy peak, but, relatively, to 
much too small cross sections in the other regions of 
the spectrum. Roth r, and r, lead to full saturation 
(O,= 1) for J<J, such that essentially no flux pene 
trams to the repulsive wail region; consequently, no 
electron intensity with e > E0 is observed. In contrast 
saturation effects are sufftciently reduced for r3 
(0,x 0.8 ) so that - as is also seen in the experimen- 
tal results - a high energy tail develops. In fig. 14b, 
the experimental data [ 161 are compared with the 
fully ab initio calculated spectrum; the adopted in- 
tensity normalization around 14.2 eV leads to very 
good agreement in the range 13.9-14.6 eV, but the 
experimental main Airy peak is lower and broader 
than the calculated one. As far as we know at this time 
(also by comparison with the more recent t9= 90 o data 
[ 13]), the He*+Li results of Ruf et al. [ 161 were 
not significantly affected by the detector problem, 
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Table 2 
Total ionization cross sections o+, ( 1 0e20 m2 ) for He* ( 2 3S) + Li ( 2 *S ) calculated with ab initio width r,, and model widths r,-r, 

%I (mev) Quantum mechanical calculations l ) Experiment w 

r MM r, r, r3 

20 62.3 86.7 86.5 67.3 92 
40 55.3 73.2 73.2 59.1 72 
60 46.8 63.7 63.6 49.0 63 
80 43.6 59.9 59.8 46.0 57 

100 40.8 56.7 56.5 42.8 53 
140 35.5 50.9 50.5 36.8 47 
180 32.6 47.5 46.9 33.3 43 
220 30.1 45.1 44.4 30.4 41 
260 28.7 43.8 43.2 28.3 38 
300 26.4 41.0 40.3 25.9 36 
340 24.4 38.0 37.5 23.8 35 

l ) The respective width functions r(R) are shown in f& 13. 
b, Merged-beams experiment [ 361 with typical uncertainty of f 30% for the absolute cross section scale; note that the He* beam con- 

tained a minor fraction of He*(2 ‘S). The listed numbers were read from fis. 5 in ref. [36]. 

which influenced their He* + Na data (see section 
3.2 ) . On the other hand, AJ transfer may, in fact, lead 
to a broadened and shifted Airy peak structure (see 
below). 

Fig. 15 shows the J composition of the electron 
spectrum for He* ( 2 3S ) + Li at E,, = 100 meV; the ab 
initio width and potentials [ 13,15 ] have been used 
for the calculations (fig. 15 may also serve to de- 
scribe the corresponding behaviour for the similar 
collision system He* (2 3S) +Na). The only contri- 
butions to the weak process of associative ionization 
(e>E,+E,=14.53 eV) are due to small angular 
momenta (J< 20). The highest ten partial waves 
(J=71-J,,= 80) contribute strongly to the main 
Airy peak, but very little to the first supernumerary 
peak. The partial waves J= 41-60 contribute strongly 
to both the main and the first two supernumerary Airy 
peaks, and the waves J= 6 l-70 influence the main 
and the first supernumerary Airy peak (see also fig. 
5 in ref. [ 13 ] ) ; these facts are important for the dis- 
cussion of the angular dependence of the electron 
spectra. 

In order to illustrate the collision energy depen- 
dence of the electron energy distribution for 
He* (2 ‘S) + Li, we present in fig. 16 four spectra, cal- 
culated at discrete collision energies between 10 and 
300 meV with the ab initio width and potentials. The 
behaviour is analogous to the similar case 
He*(23S)+Na (see fig. 11). In order to observe 

rapid oscillations, collision energies below 10 meV 
have to be realized. 

Taking up our previous discussion of the substan- 
tial angular dependence of the electron energy spec- 
trum for attractive Penning ionization systems [ 13 ] 
we present in fig. 17 five electron spectra measured 
for He* (2 ‘S) + Li at different detection angles. The 
spectral shapes change clearly with the electron emis- 
sion angle 0 (referred to the relative velocity 
v,+= k--%), especially the positions of the main 
and supernumerary peaks shift continuously from 
8= 45’ to 135”. This dependence of the electron en- 
ergy spectrum on the detection angle is a conse- 
quence of angular momentum transfer ( AJ# 0). 

As discussed previously [ 13 1, the observed &de- 
pendent shifts can be qualitatively explained by pref- 
erential transfers with AJcO in forward direction, 
with AJ> 0 in backward direction, but both signs of 
AJ occur at 8= 90”. Classical trajectory calculations 
show (fg_ 5, ref. [ 13 ] ) that for most of the contrib- 
uting partial waves J, the orientation of the axis of 
the heavy particle system in the center-of-mass frame 
covers only a fairly small angular range for distances, 
where most of the ionizing transitions occur. The 
electron spectrum is influenced in a non-uniform way, 
since, on the one hand, different groups of angular 
momenta dominate different parts of the electron en- 
ergy spectrum (see fig. 15 ) and, on the other hand, 
directed angular momentum transfer (AJ<O or 
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Fig. 14. Comparison of experimental electron energy spectrum 
forH@(2%)+Li(2?S) (fk90° [16])withcalculatedspectra, 
obtained for different choices of the autoionization width r(R), 
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involveabinitiopotentials Y,(R), V+(R) [13,15].Thetheoret- 
ical spectra have been convoluted with a spectrometer function 
of 50 meV fwhm and contain the average over the collision en- 
ergy distribution. 

AJ> 0) may be associated with these groups in a way, 
which depends on electron detection angle. To give 
an illustrative example, we consider electron emis- 
sion into the forward (backward) direction (i.e. 
8=0”, 180” ) and concentrate on the angular mo- 
mentum sections SJ, = 7 l-80 and !LJ, = 4 l-60. The 
insert in fig. 18 shows how these J, sections are con- 
nected with the orientation of the molecular axis in 
the relevant R range (see also fg. 5a, ref. [ 13 ] ). The 
section W, dominates the main Airy peak (see fig. 
15 ) and does not lead to a directed AJ transfer when 
the electrons are emitted in forward (backward) di- 
rection; in contrast, the section SJ2 contributes in a 

-J-O-J_, 

. . . . J-O-70 He*(23S) + Li 

---J-O-00 A 

--J-O-40 

-. J-O-20 G.1 - 100 meV 

I II I II 11 0 11 11 1 ” 11 1 

13.0 13.5 14.0 14.5 
ELECTRON ENERGY IeVl 

Fig. 15. Evolution of the electron spectrum for 
He*(2 ‘S)+Li(2*S) with increasing number of angular mo- 
menta J, calculated for the collision energy IT,,= 100 meV. Ab 
initio potentials and width [ 13,lS ] have been used. The spectra 
have been convoluted with a spectrometer function of 50 meV 
fivhm. 

major way to the first supernumerary Airy peak and 
leads to a directed angular momentum transfer 
AJ% -4 (+4) for emission into 8~0” (180”) (in- 
dependent of the orientation of the collision plane) 
[ 13 1. The resulting effect is a larger (smaller) energy 
separation between the two peaks at 8=0” (ISO’), 
as reflected by the different shifts in the experimental 
spectra, when going from 0=45” (“forward”) to 
8= 135 ’ (“backward”). For further details see the 
more complete discussion in ref. [ 13 1. 

In trying to improve on the quanta1 model calcu- 
lations done earlier [ 131, where we have only dem- 
onstrated spectra for two particular, directed angular 
momentum transfers (AJ= +4), we have now con- 
sidered different representative angular momentum 
transfers for each J, section shown in fig. 15. This 
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He*(2 %I + Li 

Fig. 16. Collision energy dependence of the electron spectra for He* (2 ‘S ) + Li (2 rS ), as calculated for four collision energies &,, using 
ab initio potentials and width [ 13, I5 1. The spectra have been convoluted with a spectrometer function of 50 meV fwhm. 

ELECTRON ENERGY [eVl 

13.5 14.0 
ELECTRON ENERGY 

14.5 
[eVl 

procedure is, due to symmetry, approximately cor- 
rect only for the forward and backward direction. For 
arbitrary detection angles one has to include the in- 
tegration over /I (0~ /I< 2x), where /I characterizes 
the collision half planes. Fig 18 shows the synthe- 
sized spectra for forward (a), backward (c), and 
perpendicular (b) detection; as for the latter 
(8~ 90” ), the symmetries of the collision system and 
of the angular momentum sections lead to nondi- 
rected J transfers only. The chosen J, dependent val- 
ues for AI transfer are summarized in table 3; based 
on a maximum value 1 AJI = I= 4 [ 13 ] they are esti- 
mated for the respective emission angles shown in the 
insert of fig. 18 from the relation [ 13 ] 

~=[mLi/(nnLi+m~)l~~siny. (15) 

Here pe is the electron momentum, R is an intemu- 
clear distance typical for ionization (R w 6 a,,), and y 

4 Fig. 17. Experimental electron energy spectra for He*(2 %) 
+Li(2 ‘S), measured for five different emission angles 6 (aver- 
age collision energy I$= 100 meV, etfective energy resolution 
40 meV fwhm). The intervals D, and Ds indicate the energy shift 
of the main and, respectively, the first supernumerary Airy peak, 
when the electron emission angle increases from 6=45” to 
e= 135”. 
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He”(2 %I + Li 
E rel = IOOmeV , 

A : 

13.5 14.0 14.5 
ELECTRON ENERGY [eV] 

Fig. 18.Modelelectron~pectraforHe*(2’S)+Li(2~S)atE~- - 100 meV, simulating the angular dependence for (a) forward direction 
(6=00), (b) perpendiculardirection (8=90°),and (c) backwarddirection (B=180”).ThesimulationinvolvesJ,dependentNtrans- 
fers, as specified in table 3. The insert indicates the .I,-dependent orientation ofthe molecular axis in the region of internuclear distances, 
where ionization occurs predominantly. 

Table 3 
Al transfer in model calculations for the simulation of angle-de- 
pendent electron spectra for He*(2’S)+Li(2%) (see fg. 18) 
(where 1 hll -ranges are given, an average is performed with equal 
weights) 

J. a) b) cl 

O-20 AJ=-1 lAJlG3 
21-40 AJ=-2 IU92 
41-60 AJ=-4 IAJl=O 
61-70 AJ=-2 IAJlG2 
71-80 IN192 lAJl63 

“)Forwarddirection (k0’). b)8=900. 
c, Backward direction (B= 180” ). 

AJ=+1 
AJ=+2 
AJ=+4 
AJ=+2 
lh1lG2 

is the electron emission angle relative to the intemu- 
clear axis. The vertical &shed lines, centered on the 
main and first supernumerary Airy peak of spectrum 
(b) in fg. 18 should help to elucidate the energy shifts 
due to angular momentum transfer. The main Airy 
peak shifts by an amount only half of that obtained 
for the first supernumerary peak, in agreement with 
the experimental results, shown in fig. 17. The model 
calculations are not directly comparable with the ex- 
perimental spectra, since we did not detect electrons 

emitted in forward or backward direction for reasons 
of the geometry of the spectrometer and since the 
measured spectra include always an integration over 
the angle j?. Nevertheless, a qualitatively good agree- 
ment is achieved. 

We conclude that the recently given, classically 
motivated picture to explain the angular dependence 
of the electron energy spectrum by a J, dependent 
momentum transfer to the emitted electron is quali- 
tatively, and within this simple model calculation al- 
most quantitatively, able to describe the experimen- 
tal observations. 

4. Conclusions 

We have presented new experimental and theoret- 
ical results for the simplest Penning ionization sys- 
tems. Quantum mechanical calculations based on lo- 
cal complex potential theory and on ab initio potential 
data have shown that the agreement between experi- 
ment and theory is good, but not complete. Particu- 
larly for the collision system He* (2 3S) + H a signifi- 
cant discrepancy exists between the width functions, 
computed with ab initio theory [ 1525 1, and those, 
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determined semi-empirically in fit calculations within 
the AJ=O approximation in the present work and 
previously [ 8,9]. In view of this discrepancy we plan 
to study this fundamental process again in a crossed 
beam setup with a movable electron spectrometer to 
detect electrons at different emission angles. The 
possible AJ transfer in the classical picture should be 
small for the collision system He* ( 2 ‘S ) + H, but the 
existing differences might be due to other reasons, 
such as the Coulomb interaction between the emitted 
electron and the remaining hydrogen ion, which may 
induce larger ) AJI . After twenty years of intensive 
research even for the simplest Penning ionization 
system there still remain open questions. 
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